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STEIN:
Ben plays the Options Song
on his guitar for a group of kids E*TRADE gives us spreads, straddles, and
in the park.
strangles…Spreads, straddles, and
strangles…Spreads, straddles, strangles…
E*TRADE age disclaimer.
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STEIN:
Ben stands by himself, behind
him the kids continue to sing
the Options Song.

We all know that spreads, straddles, and
strangles are much more than an original song
by me, Ben Stein.
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STEIN:
Ben continues to talk to the
lens.

Options traders deal with these terms everyday.
They know it can be tough to enter complex
options orders on the web. Well, those days are
over, thanks to E*TRADE’s new Options Edge.
NARRATOR:
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Man works at his PC in home
office.

Options Edge adds a new level of sophistication
and ease to your options trading. Enter spreads,

We see a cursor moving over
the Options Edge screen.

strangles, and straddles quickly and easily in a
single transaction. And there are no additional
charges involved. Of course, your online account
records will be automatically updated with all
your options positions.
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NARRATOR:
More screen shots of the many
With Options Edge, E*TRADE provides you with
different Options Edge
features
a variety of tools for analyzing leverage and
pricing for options contracts available for a
particular stock. Take a look at the most active
options in terms of volume, open interest, and
process increases or decreases.
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See close-ups of the
E*TRADE screen and Options
Edge screen.
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Ben is once again surrounded
by the kids.

With Options Edge you can learn how to analyze
calls and puts. Get free real time option quotes
for members and customers.

JENNY:
But what is the song about, Mr. Stein?

One of them, ten-year-old
JENNY, raises her hand.
STEIN:
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It’s about taking control of our financial future,
Jenny -- by using the incredible tools and
services that E*TRADE offers to everyday
investors. One day you kids will understand the
importance of having the right tools. Until then,
let’s sing another song…
STEIN:
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They all continue to sing.
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Mutual Funds are lots of fun…

